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Abstract In this paper, we present a study on the efficiency of multi-return LIDAR (Light Detection Ranging)
data in the estimation of forest stem volume over a multilayered forest area in the Italian Alps. The goals of this
paper are (1) to verify the usefulness of multi-return
LIDAR data compared to single-return data in forest volume estimation and (2) to define the optimal resolution of a
stem volume distribution raster map over the investigated
area. To achieve these goals, raw data were segmented into
a net, and different cell dimensions were investigated to
maximize the relationship between the LIDAR data and the
ground-truth information. Twenty predicting variables
(e.g., mean height, coefficient of variation) have been
extracted from multi-return LIDAR data, and a multiple
linear regression analysis has been used for predicting tree
stem volume. Experimental results found that the optimal
resolutions of the net square cells were 40 m. The analysis
indicated that in a mixed multi-layered forest, characterized by a complex vertical structure, the correct selection
of the map spatial resolution and the inclusion of the
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secondary-return data were important factors for improving
the effectiveness of the laser scanning approach in forest
inventories. The experimental tests showed that the chosen
model is effective for the estimation of stem volume over
the analyzed area, providing good results on all the three
considered validation methods.
Keywords Laser scanning  Multi-return LIDAR data 
Modeling  Spatialization  Forest inventory  Tree stem
volume

Introduction
The assessment of stem volume is of high interest in forest
management and is becoming of great global interest
especially in the context of the Kyoto protocol rules
(Lindner and Karjalainen 2007). Indeed, this protocol
states that each nation has to maintain CO2 emissions under
a certain threshold, which must be calculated by taking into
account both sources and sinks of CO2, including the CO2
absorbed and stored by trees. This quantity can be calculated using tree stem volume; thus, it is of primary
importance to obtain a detailed knowledge of forest stem
volume at both regional and national levels.
Tree stem volume at stand level is one of the most
important parameters in forest management, and the
acquisition of such information is very time consuming and
expensive because it is normally obtained from field surveys. In the Italian Alps, in an uneven-aged forest, the
structure of the canopy is usually obtained maintaining a
group of trees per each diameter class (e.g., from 5 to 10
trees/ha, for classes of 10 cm), in order to preserve a mosaic
of age and diameter classes (Grassi et al. 2003). Consequently, for the optimal forest management, it is important
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to know both stem volume of the considered stand (with a
typical extension of 5–20 ha) and its structure.
Remote sensing is a fundamental and effective instrument for mapping stem volume. In fact, it provides an
objective information over large areas; this information
allows one on the one hand to reduce the number of
sampling areas and on the other hand to obtain a detailed
spatialization of the stem volume distribution.
Many studies exist dealing with stem volume estimation
and other forest attributes (e.g., biomass) starting from
remote sensing data. In general, almost all different the
remote sensing sensors available on the market have been
used with this target. In fact, it is possible to find studies
based on multi-spectral data (e.g., Muukkonen and
Heiskanen 2007; Altun et al. 2008), SAR data (e.g., Wang
and Ouchi 2008), and Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) data (e.g., Naesset 2009; Naesset and Gobakken
2008; Coops et al. 2007; Gobakken and Naesset 2008).
LIDAR is a recent technology that has been demonstrated
to be effective and accurate in the estimation of forest
attributes (e.g., stem volume, biomass, and structure). It
allows one to have precise measures of both tree height and
structure. Indeed to reduce the cost of forest management in
mountain areas and to improve the planning methodology of
silvicultural regeneration on a stand, LIDAR techniques can
be adopted as an integral part of forest surveys.
LIDAR sensors can be classified according to the
dimension of the footprint (small or large; this parameter is
mainly influenced by the platform used: aerial or satellite)
and according to the system used to record the data (full
waveform or discrete return). For the estimation of forest
attributes, the most widely used LIDAR sensors are discrete-return sensors; this is because these kind of sensors
are the most common and thus it is quite easy nowadays to
collect LIDAR datasets over large areas. The large availability of these kind of data stimulated many studies which
can be found in the literature dealing with LIDAR and
forest attributes (e.g., stem volume, biomass, and structure): e.g., Naesset (2009); Neasset and Gobakken (2008);
Coops et al. (2007); Andersen et al. (2005). As an example,
Naesset (2009) analyzed the effects of different sensors
(Optech ALTM1233 and ALTM3100), flying altitudes
(1,100, 1,200 and 2,000 m), and pulse repetition frequencies (PRF) (33, 50 and 100 kHz) on the estimation of stem
volume and mean height at stand level using 1st LIDAR
return–derived variables. All the datasets acquired in different conditions appeared to be suitable for the estimation
of volume (the ‘‘best’’ model developed has a R2 of 0.92)
and mean height, with a mean error of up to 10.7% for stem
volume and 2.5% for mean height. Coops et al. (2007)
estimated the canopy structure of a Douglas-fir forest with
1st-return LIDAR data and found high correlations
between field data and LIDAR-derived data (R2 = 0.85 for
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the mean height, and R2 = 0.65 for basal area). Neasset
and Gobakken (2008) estimated above ground and below
ground biomass with airborne LIDAR data. They used a
regression model made up of variables describing both
height and coverage of the canopy. The final model
explained 88 and 85% of the variance for the above and
below ground biomass, respectively. Andersen et al. (2005)
developed some regression models starting from LIDARderived variables for the estimation of crown fuel weight,
crown bulk density, canopy base height, and canopy height.
They obtained good results for all the estimations with R2
ranging from 0.77 to 0.98. Garcia et al. (2010) defined
several biomass estimation models based on LIDAR
height, intensity, or height combined with intensity. The
regression analysis carried out on 45 circular plots obtained
an R2 of 0.58 considering no species distinction, and R2
that ranges from 0.58 to 0.98 dividing the plots per species
and considering the different biomass fractions. Magnussen
et al. (2010) analyzed the reliability of LIDAR predictors
of some forest inventory attributes (e.g., basal area, volume) on 40 spruce-dominated plots in Norway. The authors
thinned LIDAR data to five target densities, and they
averaged the estimation results over 100 replications for
each density. For the volume estimation, they obtained R2s
higher than 0.8 for all the densities considered.
The aforementioned examples confirm the fact that many
studies exist on the estimation of the main forest attributes,
such as stem volume and biomass, using LIDAR data. On
the other hand, in existing studies the use of multi-return
LIDAR data are less frequent. In fact, the majority of the
existing studies focus only on 1st-return data; some of them
analyzes also the contribution of last-return data, but none
analyzes in deep detail also the intermediate returns. This
limitation is mainly due to the fact that only most recent
sensors are able to acquire intermediate returns. According
to the increasing use of LIDAR technology in forestry
domain, it is important to investigate the contribution of
these data in the estimation process. In particular, intermediate returns can be considered crucial, when dealing
with multi-layered forests, for intercepting the contribution
of the intermediate layers in the total forest stem volume.
According to these issues, the aim of this paper is to
assess (1) the accuracy of the estimation of forest volume
using multi-return LIDAR data and (2) the optimum resolution of a grid map in this specific forest context.

Methods
Description of the study area
The study area is in a mountainous region and consists of
an uneven-aged forest around the town of Lavarone
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(Trentino district), Italy. The central point of the analyzed
area has the following coordinates: 45° 570 30.0900 N, 11°
160 25.1700 E. The topography is moderately complex,
ranging from 1,200 to 1,600 meters above the sea level,
and the area covers approximately 4 km2.
Forest tree species include Silver Fir (Abies alba Mill.;
50%), Norway spruce (Picea abies Karst.; 38%), Beech
(Fagus sylvatica L.; 9%), Larch (Larix decidua Mill.; 9%),
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.; 1%), and other less common species (1%). Beech and other broadleaf species are
often present in the lower levels of the canopy. In this
uneven-aged forest, the structure is quite complex: mean
diameters, basal area and number of the trees per plot range
from 26 to 63 cm (mean 35 cm, SD 7 cm), from
17 m2 ha-1 to 69 m2 ha-1 (mean 36 m2 ha-1, SD
11 m2 ha-1) and from 97 per ha to 808 per ha (mean 401
per ha, SD 165 per ha), respectively.
LIDAR data
The LIDAR data were acquired by an Optech ALTM 3100
sensor installed on a helicopter on September 4th, 2007,
between 11:29 am and 12:07 am. The mean posting density
was 8.6 points per square meter for the first return. The
laser pulse wavelength and the laser repetition rate were
1,064 nm and 100 kHz, respectively. In this investigation,
we used all four LIDAR returns. The total number of
LIDAR points measured by the sensor was 42,728,097 for
the first return; second, third, and last return detected points
were, respectively 27.3, 6.4, and 0.8% of the total measured points.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of forest data acquired using an
inventory-approach A, stand-approach B, and plot-approach C. The
sample points of the inventory-approach were used also as the dataset
to train the models
Characteristic

Range

Mean

SD

132.82

Training sample (40 plots) inventory-level A
Tree volume (m3 ha-1)

174.40–777.38

406.62

Fir (%)

0–90

50

Spruce (%)

2–100

38

Beech (%)

0–52

9

Larch (%)

0–17

1

Pine (%)

0–16

1

Others species (%)

0–23

1

Test sample (6 stands) stand-level B
Size of stands (ha)

5.60–24.20

12.19

Tree volume (m3 ha-1)

332–536

416.34

Fir (%)

38–67

55

Spruce (%)

33–56

44

Beech (%)
Larch (%)

0–1
0–4

0
1

Pine (%)

–

–

Others species (%)

–

–

68.91

Test sample (10 plots) plot-level C
Tree volume (m3 ha-1)
Fir (%)

318.85–570.01

416.39

0–53

26

Spruce (%)

0–80

51

Beech (%)

3–60

16

Larch (%)

0–13

2

Pine (%)

0–52

5

Others species (%)

0–5

0

85.55

SD standard deviation

Ground data
In our experiments, two sources for the ground-truth data
set were considered:
1.

2.

the stem volume calculated from 50 plots distributed
over the study area (inventory-level A; plot-level C;
Table 1, Fig. 1)
the stem volume of 6 stands of variable dimension
collected by the Forest Service of the Province of
Trento for the provincial forest inventory (stand-level
B; Table 1, Fig. 1).

In the first case, in order to obtain a statistically significant representation of stem volume in the study area,
ground-truth points were distributed randomly across the
analyzed forest area using a GIS software according to
an unaligned systematic sampling design (see US EPA
guidance QA/G-5S, 2002). A square grid with cells of
250 9 250 m was superimposed on the orthophoto of the
area. In each square, a sample point was randomly selected
according to the forest area under investigation and 50 of

these points were sampled within the boundaries of the
study area.
The ground data were collected during a field campaign
which took place from August to September 2007. The
selected sample points were located with a GPS, and the
positions acquired were post-processed with a differential
correction. The final uncertainty of their horizontal position
of the point was on average 1.70 m (the error is with
respect to the correct position of the points).
For each sampling point, trees were selected according
to the Bitterlich method, in which the probability of tree
selection is proportional to its Diameter at Breast Height
measured at 1.30 m (DBH) (Shiver and Borders 1996).
This means that the dimension of the plot is not fixed, but it
depends on the specific characteristics of the analyzed
forest. For each sampling point, a standard cluster of five
angle count sampling (ACS) was collected. The basal area
of the plot was calculated as the mean value of the five
ACS. The stem volume of each tree was calculated using
species-specific equations based on height and diameter
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Fig. 1 Study area and 2
approaches of analysis:
inventory-approach A
(study area) and stand-approach
B (6 forest stands)

provided by the Forest Service of the Province of Trento
(Salvadori and Ambrosi 2005). To select the appropriate
equation for each sample plot, about 4–6 of the tallest trees
were selected using random stratified sampling for each
species that was observed in the central ACS. The height of
these trees was measured using a Vertex hypsometer
(Haglöf, Sweden). The DBH was measured for all trees
with DBH [ 17.5 cm.
The second source of ground truth was provided from
six stands owned by the local Forest Service (stand-level B;
Table 1, Fig. 1). For all the trees with DBH values higher
than 17.5 cm, height and diameter were measured and used
to compute stem volume using the same equations of the
previous case.
Data processing
In order to retrieve the height of the trees, we subtracted to
each LIDAR pulse the value of the Digital Terrain Model
in that point. Subsequently, a height filter was applied:
pulses with an elevation value (Ih) lower than 2 m were
fixed to zero; values higher than 2 m were considered as
canopy hits (Ihc).
Around each sample point, a square cell of a given
dimension was centered. In our analysis, we considered
cells of 20 9 20, 30 9 30, 40 9 40, 50 9 50, and
60 9 60 m. A series of variables were considered within
these cells. This procedure was based on the assumption
that, in each cell, there is a relationship between stem
volume (as the sum of the individual tree stem volumes)
and the predictor variables derived from the height distribution of laser pulses (Ihc). In this respect, Ihc was used to
calculate 20 predictor variables, reported in Table 2. The
considered variables were widely used in the existing
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literature, and they showed to be effective for stem volume
estimation (e.g., Naesset 2009; Naesset and Gobakken
2008). These variables were generally extracted from firstreturn data and sometimes from last-return data. In this
study, we also considered variables extracted from intermediate returns (second and third). Stepwise forward
regression (Zar 1996) was used to select the most informative variables, which were included in a multiple (linear)
regression model. A 5% significance level was chosen as a
threshold for the inclusion of the model variables.
Design of experiments
In order to reach the goals of this study, an analysis based
on two steps was carried out. In the first step, we analyzed
the best resolution for the final estimation map; in the
second step, the map at three different levels was validated.
The 50 sample plots dataset were divided into two
groups: a training set comprising 40 plots and a validation
set of 10 plots (see Table 1). These sets were selected
randomly with the constraint to have a similar distribution
of stem volume values among the two sets. The 40 training
plots were used to chose the optimal cell size (20 9 20,
30 9 30, 40 9 40, 50 9 50 and 60 9 60 m) for the final
stem volume map. To obtain an effective choice, the
goodness of fit of the regression model associated with
each cell size was analyzed, considering the adjusted
coefficient of determination (R2adj) and the Root Mean
Square Error % (RMSE%) of the training set (Zar 1996).
Once the best cell size has been selected, we validated
the map at three spatial levels: (i) inventory-level A; (ii)
stand-level B; and (iii) plot-level C. The inventory-level A
consists of a comparison between the mean and the
coefficient of variation (CV) values of the ground-truth
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Table 2 Variables extracted from each cell and derived from the height distribution of laser pulses (Ihc)
Variable ID

Variable description

First return
Hmean1stR

Mean value of Ihc (m)

HCV1stR

Coefficient of variation of Ihc (m)

Hq201stR

20th quantile of Ihc (m)

Hq501stR

50th quantile of Ihc (m)

Hq901stR

90th quantile of Ihc (m)

C2m1stR

Canopy density as CIhc/CIh where CIhc is the number of Ihc values and CIh is the number of Ih values

Cmean1stR

CIhm/CIh ratio where CIhm is the number of canopy hits with Ihc values higher than of Hmean1stR

Cq901stR

CIh90/CIh ratio where CIh90 is the number of canopy hits with Ihc values higher than of Hq901stR

Second return
Hmean2ndR
HCV2ndR

Mean value of Ihc (m)
Coefficient of variation of Ihc (m)

Hq202ndR

20th quantile of Ihc (m)

Hq502ndR

50th quantile of Ihc (m)

Hq902ndR

90th quantile of Ihc (m)

C2m2ndR

Canopy density as CIhc/CIh where CIhc is the number of Ihc values and CIh is the number of Ih values

Cmean2ndR

CIhm/CIh ratio where CIhm is the number of canopy hits with Ihc values higher than of Hmean2stR

Cq902ndR

CIh90/CIh ratio where CIh90 is the number of canopy hits with Ihc values higher than of Hq902stR

Third return
Hmean3rdR

Mean value of Ihc (m)

Cmean3rdR

CIhm/CIh ratio where CIhm is the number of canopy hits with Ihc values higher than of Hmean3stR

Fourth return
Hmean4thR

Mean value of Ihc (m)

Cmean4thR

CIhm/CIh ratio where CIhm is the number of canopy hits with Ihc values higher than of Hmean4stR

stem volume of the training set (40 plots), using the same
statistics of the whole final map (2,605 pixels). The comparison was made using an independent two-sample t-test.
This comparison allows to determine the ground-truth plots
representativeness of the study area and consequently if the
reliability of the estimations. The stand-level B was a
comparison between the stem volume of six stands inside
the study area, estimated by the forest inventory of the
Forest Service of the Province of Trento and the values
derived by our LIDAR model. The comparison was made
with a dependent samples t-test and the RMSE%. The plotlevel C was a comparison between the stem volume predicted by the chosen model and the ground-truth values of
the 10 test set plots (Table 1, Fig. 1) (tested with a
dependent two-sample t-test and RMSE%). In the results,
we computed the RMSE% as a percentage by dividing the
absolute RMSE by the observed mean values.

Results
Table 3 and 4 show the regression models obtained at
different resolutions between LIDAR variables and stem
volume. In all the models, the first variable selected is

Hmean1stR. Considering only the first return (Table 3),
other two variables have been selected, C2m1stR with a cell
of 50 m and Cq901stR for 40 and 60 m. The selection of a
second variable improved significantly the accuracy of the
model respect to the 20- and 30-m cell. Using all the
LIDAR returns, in all the adopted models, the second (and
last) variable selected was Hq502ndR.
The use of multiple-returns variables improved the
regression values for all the considered resolutions. On
average, the coefficient of determination increased by 17%
(from 0.58 to 0.68), while RMSE% decreased by 2% (from
20.4 to 18.8%). This confirms the higher precision of the
multi-return LIDAR data, in comparison with the firstreturn data only.
In the first case, where only first-return variables were
used, the most suitable cell size was 50 m; introducing also
variables belonging to other returns, the optimal cell size
value decreased to 40 m.
As 40 m was found to be the optimal cell size, the tree
^ was predicted and mapped according to
stem volume (V)
the following linear model:
V^ ¼  151:956 þ 63:458  ðHmean 1stRÞ
 43:910  ðHq50 2ndRÞ

ð1Þ
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error (RMSE%) for five resolutions of the grid map (n = 40).
Hmean1stR is the only LIDAR’s selected independent variable

Table 3 First-return approach. Regression parameters and their
standard errors (SE), coefficient of determination (R2adj), square root
of mean square error (RMSE), and relative square root of mean square
Variable

Resolution of map—pixel size (m)
20 m

30 m

40 m

50 m

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

Estimate

Intercept

21.10 NS

62.84

-14.32 NS

65.48

-406.47*

Hmean1stR

21.69***

3.44

23.56***

3.57

SE
154.24

26.06***

2.29

C2m1stR

–

–

–

–

–

–

Cq901stR

–

–

–

–

3787.28*

1594.11

R2adj

0.50

0.52

60 m

Estimate

SE

Estimate

-468.58**

156.52

-450.71*

28.54***
399.18*

0.62

–

3.62

30.46***

SE
166.36
3.85

159.18

–

–

–

3441.73*

1694.57

0.64

0.63

RMSE

91.6

89.6

79.3

76.9

77.8

RMSE%

22.5

22.0

19.5

18.9

19.1

Significance level: NS [ 0.05; * \0.05; *** \0.001

resolutions of the grid map (n = 40). Hmean1stR, Hmean2ndR, Hq501stR,
Hq502ndR, C2m1stR, and Cmean1stR are the LIDAR’s indexes selected.
The first variable selected in the multiple regression is indicated in bold

Table 4 Multi-return approach. Regression parameters and their
standard errors (SE), coefficient of determination (R2), square root of
mean square error (RMSE), and coefficient of variation (CV) for five
Variable

Resolution of map—pixel size (m)
20 m

Intercept
Hmean1stR
Hq502ndR
R2adj

30 m

40 m

50 m

60 m

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

Estimate

-44.91 NS

60.04

-62.52 NS

56.06

-151.96*

57.63

-196.59**

48.19***

8.88

52.99***

7.71

63.46***

8.61

69.90***

10.31

74.96***

8.71

-43.91***

9.63

-48.91***

11.70

-52.74***

-31.39**
0.60

9.86

-36.10
0.66

0.72

0.71

SE

Estimate

62.14

-236.04**

SE
67.9
12.5
14.35

0.70

RMSE

81.2

74.0

68.1

68.6

70.2

RMSE%

20.0

18.2

16.7

16.9

17.3

Significance level: NS [ 0.05; * \0.05; *** \0.001

where Hmean1stR was the mean value of canopy hits of the
first return, and Hq502ndR was the 50th quantile of the
canopy hits of the second return. The adjusted coefficient
of determination was 0.72 (Fig. 2), and the RMSE% was
16.7%. In this worth noting that using multi-return instead
of first-return data, the R2adj increased from 0.62 to 0.72
(?16%) (see Tables 3, 4).
No significant differences were found (Table 5) between
the tree stem volume obtained from the proposed model
and with both the inventory of the study area (inventorylevel A) and the stands data (stand-level B). To verify the
predictive model, we also applied it to 10 ACS test plots
(plot-level C). The estimated volume was compared to the
ground-truth values and we found a RMSE% of 14.7%,
slightly lower than the one obtained from the 40 ACS
training points (16.7%). Moreover, it is worth noting that
no significant differences between the predicted and
observed values emerged using a dependent samples t-test
(see Table 5).
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Finally, Eq. (1) was used to generate a map that shows
the distribution of tree stem volume across the study area
(Fig. 3).

Discussion and conclusions
An accurate estimation of stem volume in an uneven-aged
forest characterized by a complex horizontal and vertical
structure is essential for correct forest management. In
particular, it is of primary importance to assess the distribution of tree stem volume within the stands. In this study,
an experimental approach using field forest inventories was
compared to a laser scanning technique.
The angle count samples (ACS) method used to collect
ground-truth data did not provide a precise estimate of tree
stem volume in a given certain sampling plot area, because
the size of the investigated area was dependent on tree
diameter (Hollaus et al. 2007). However, this technique is

Eur J Forest Res

Fig. 2 Field-measurement versus predicted volume in multi-return
model with 40-m pixel size. The dotted line shows a 1:1 relationship

commonly used in forest surveys and could be linked to
LIDAR in ordinary management, using the integrated
system proposed in this study. In addition, ACS and the
proposed method avoided the need for a predetermined size
of the final map (size of grid). The final raster map of
volume distribution can be modeled in the analyzed area
using site-specific parameters. We found that different
resolution levels alter the effectiveness of the map in
estimating tree volume, and in this study area, a 40-m pixel
size was found to be optimal, according to the forest pattern. Hence, the proposed method involved an integrated
approach between LIDAR and field data. This kind of
approach has been shown to be effective by other studies in
the literature. Naesset (1997) showed how a grid approach
can be used to assess tree height and that this could reduce
the bias, while Hollaus et al. (2007) illustrated how the size
of the plot affects the precision of the stem volume estimation. In this paper (Hollaus et al. 2007), the authors

Table 5 Grid models (30 and 40 m pixel size) were tested using 3
different approaches: inventory-approach A, stand-approach B, and
plot-approach C (ACS). A t-test between the means was used to
compare predicted and observed values, using independent samples
Type of ground truth Observed value

Stand-level B
Plot-level C

(unequal sample sizes and unequal variance) in the case of the
inventory of the study area and dependent samples in the case of both
stands and samples points
Residuals ð^
v  vÞ, (m3 ha-1)

Predicted value
3

Inventory-level A

found that the influence of the sample plot size to the
achievable accuracies is small. However, it is worth noting
that they compared a relatively small range of plot sizes
(from about 250 to 530 square meters), while in our study
we explored a higher range (from 400 to 3,600 square
meters).
The integration of ground data and remotely sensed
data avoided bias of volume estimation, because the
adopted training information was site-specific. For example, Hyyppä et al. (2001) found a systematic overestimation of tree volume due to the fact that no local training
data were used. In the same study, the standard error of the
tree volume was 10.5%.
Nilsson (1996), in a similar study in Sweden (4.0 ha
area and 26 plots), found a coefficient of determination
value (R2) of 0.78 between forest stem volume and variables extracted from LIDAR. The accuracy (R2) achieved
in this study was lower respect to the one achieved in the
study of Naesset (2004), where tree stem volume in a
mature forest area was predicted from similar independent
variables (percentiles of pulses laser heights and canopy
density) with an R2 that ranged from 0.83 to 0.86. Anyway,
the CV between the predicted values and the ground reference values found by Naesset ranged from 11.5 to 12.2%,
and it is similar to the one showed in our study (10%).
An important consideration that emerges from this study
is the importance of the use of multi-return LIDAR data. In
particular, the second return can significantly improve the
estimate of stem volume in the case of a forest characterized by a complex structure, without need for further
analysis of the understory vegetation (i.e., Maltamo et al.
2005). Indeed, for all the investigated map resolutions, the
coefficient of determination (R2adj) increased when the
second return was also included in the model.
It is worth noting that, given a set of 20 possible LIDAR
indices, Hmean1stR was always selected as the first index
in the regression. The second independent variable was
consistently a variable extracted from the second return
(Hq502ndR), demonstrating the importance of the multireturn LIDAR data.

-1

3

-1

RMSE%

N. cases Mean (m ha ) CV (%) N cases Mean (m ha ) CV (%) Range

Mean

40

406.62

32.67

2,605

386.64

–

-19.98 NS –

6

416.34

16.55

6

380.33

8.10

-106–4

-35.66 NS 42.19 12.6

10

416.39

20.55

10

417.67
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Fig. 3 Elevation (m) of the first
return of the LIDAR data over
the investigated area
(upper map). Maps of stem
volume (m3 ha-1) within the
study area (400 ha) at a
resolution of 40 m (lower map)

One of the most significant results of this paper is that
the second return is important in this area as it is covered
by a multi-layered forest. The second return, in fact, can
detect other layers, and thus it is possible to add to the final
estimation also the contribution of the lower parts of the
canopy. An important remark is that it is not possible to
define exactly the derivation of the second return, and that
it does not necessarily belong to the second layer. In fact,
as it has been observed, in canopies where more than 2
layers are present, the second return might belong to an
intermediate canopy layer, whereas in a canopy with 2
layers the second return might belong to the bottom canopy
layer.
Volume maps (Fig. 3) can be considered as spatially
explicit data layers that can be used to plan forest management. Field measurements alone are not able to statistically
include all the extreme values that are present in a heterogeneous area, as also discussed by Andersen et al. (2005) in a
similar study in Washington State, US. In these few cases,
maps should be further verified.
The models presented allowed a satisfactory volume
estimation for each of the 3 approaches (inventory-approach
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A, stand-approach B, and plot-approach C), suggesting that
the map could be adopted at different spatial levels. For
example, information at the single pixel level (e.g., 30 m)
could give an indication of where to cut individual trees
within a stand, while the information at stand level (e.g.,
15–20 ha) could be useful for property-level management.
Finally, the resolution of the map should also be evaluated according to both the mosaic of canopy openness and
the level of landscape fragmentation.
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